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ORDER-DISORDER AND THE ACTIVITY-COMPOSITION
RELATION IN A BINARY CRYSTALLINE SOLUTION.
I. METAMORPHIC ORTHOPYROXENE
SuncNnneK. Saxrxll ,lNl Sunnlre Gnosr, planetologyBranch,
GoddardSpaceFtight Center,Greenbelt,
Aorytana ibZTt
ABsTRAcT
rntra-crystalline cation distribution data on metamorphic orthopyroxenes
are used to
demonstrate the method of obtaining the activity-composition relation
in a binary crystal'strictly
line solution. The
regular solution model' of Guggenheim may be used to describe
the mlring of cations on individual structural sites. A lactor
f, analogous to the activity
coefiicient in the macro-chemical systems, may be carcurated as'a funclion
of za (as defined
by Guggenheim, 1952 or by Thompson, 1967). plots oI X;.Je"
against Xa", where Xa" is
the mole fractions (A/A+B)
on the site a of a crystalli.r" ,olrrtior (A, B\ M and/a" the
corresponding activity coefficient, are comparable to the activity-composition
diagrams of
the macro-chemical system. Activity-composition reration for ihe
crystal (A, B) M with
two nonequivalent sites c and B may also be obtained by the relation
aeM :

(f, n"Jo")ln(X {t[a!t)l t,

where aatr is the activity of component.4 in the macro_crystal.

fNrnooucrtoN
since the publication of the results on the distribution of Fd+ and Mg
in cummingtonite and orthopyroxeneby Ghose (1961, 1965) a number
of workers have contributed to the theory and data on the intracrystalline distribution of cations in ferromagnesian silicates. Important data
on orthopyroxens are published by Virgo and Hafner (1969, tg70).
Mueller (1961, 1962) discussed the thermodynamics of such iirt.ibrrtions. His discussionsshow the possibility to use rather simple solution
models for the Fe-Mg silicates. rn severarcasesboth intercrystalline
as
well as intra-crystalline distributions seem to be in accord with ideal
solid solution models. In certain other cases,it seems that the use of a
regular solid solution model (the strictry regular solution of Guggenheim,
1952) is desirable. Such attempts were made by Mueller gidt, OOZ,
1964) and more recently by Saxena (1969). rf the intra-crysta[ine distribution of cations is in close agreement with a certain solid solution
model, the thermodynamic nature of the solid solution in the mix-crystal
can be determined. rn this work, we present certain thermodynamic
considerations pertinent to the above aspect and demonstrate our approach by taking orthopyroxene as an example.
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pressurefor
The equilibrium constant K at a certain temperature and
the ion exchangeequilibrium

(")

Aa* B0€ A0 I Ba

(see Mueller' t964)
where a and g are binary (A, B) regular solutions
is given by

(1 - x;')Xrs..p
K^:

-2xoa7#)
{{(1

(1)

€xp{t,t- rx^, #\
(1- xAo)xao

This may also be written as

rnK o-lnK: ffO - 2x{)-#G

- 2x^P) (2)

and w8.
Inthecrystalasawholerul'isrelatedtotheactivitycoefficientas

ln/a":ffO-

xo")'

(3)

Whenareferstoasiteinacrystaltheaboverelationnolongercarrles
we shall
the same thermodynamic meaning' In order to avoid confusion'
'partial'
activity coefficient'
denote/eo as a
nonequrvaIf we have the data on the distribution of a cation over two
lentpositionsandifthesedataareincloseagreementwiththeregular
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solid solution model on each site, we can obtain ,partial, activity coefficients from equations (2) and (3). The activity of a component in the
crystal is related to the 'partial' activity coefficientsand mole fractions
on individual sites as
atM :

(JfX{)1t2(J.t8x^o)tt2

(4)

where a and B are two nonequivalent sites in a crystal with the composition (A, B)M.
DrsrnreurroN ol FB2+AND Mc rN MBlluonpHrc

ORTHopyRoxENE

The distribution of Fe2+and Mg in orthopyroxenesfrom metamorphic
rocks has been studied by Virgo and Hafner (1970). These crystals may
have cooled from the temperatures of granulite facies. Depending on the
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Fro. 1. Distribution of Fd+ and Mg between Ml and M2 sites in metamorphic
orthopyroxenes. Data from virgo and Harner (1970). The curve is drawn through the
crossesand represents the relation.
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environment of cooling, these crystals might have equilibrated at different temperatures. The temperature at which ordering ceased may be
between 450" and 500oc. Therefore, in this work we cannot be specific
about the temperature and the results obtained here would be subject to
revision. We are employing a binary solution model' Metamorphic
pyroxenesusually have minor amounts of AI, Ti, Mn and ca besidesFe2+
and Mg. The presence of these other ions may also affect the present
result somewhat'
In the following text and fi.gures,we shall use superscripts MI, M2
and opx to denote that a particular function refers to Ml site, M2 site
and orthopyroxene crystal respectively. The subscript Fe is used to
'partial'
denote the cation we are considering. Thus /r"Ml refers to the
activity coefficient of Fe2+in M1 site.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of Fez+and Mg between Ml and M2
sitesin orthopyroxene. The data are taken from virgo and Hafner (1970).
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Frc. 2. The 'partial' activity of Fd+ at the rly'1site plotted againstthe
mole fraction Xruul.
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By using equation (2), a curve is drawn which fits the data best.
The
equation to the curve in Figure 1 is basedon

r.87;

Nza1'.uM2

RT

: 0.98:

K : 0.21

The regular solution model at each site seemsto be in closeagreement
with the distribution data.

two end members, a value of.I{w/ RT rarger than 2.0 readsto a separation
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Frc. 3. The 'partial' activity of Fe2+at the M2 siteplotted against the
mole fraction Xr"@
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Frc. 4. The tentative activity-composition

relation in orthopyroxene at 450-500"C'

to the ideal
of the solution into two separatephases' The M2 site is closer
solution model.
Acrrvrrv-CoMPoslrroN RBr-'crroNrN OnrnopvRoxENE
norThe activity of Fe component end member in orthopyroxene'
by
given
is
(Fe
SiOs
Mg)
malized to the formula
0p"onx

:

(op"Mr)

1/2(apelf2) 1/2

(s)

Where4n"Mlandan..Mzaretheactivities(referredtoas.partial'activities
of the Fe
to avoid confusion with the activity in the crystal as a whole)
component at M! and M2 sites respectively' Substituting
@FuMl :

and

/ruMlXruMt

a1euz- /r"u2Xr"u2
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in equation (5), we have
oFuopx

-

(/r"M1Xr"Mt)1/2(/n"M2XreM2)rt2

(6)

From Figure 1 we can recalculate the mole fractions Xp" in Ml and M2
in the crystal
sites which correspondto difierent Xr"oo" (:Fe/Fe*Mg
as a whole). By using the Nzcr/RT values as obtained fot Ml and M2,
we can finally plot the mole fraction Xp"on* against the product
(X""tY"""t)tt"(Xr"*'Jru*2)1/2. T'his tentative plot is shown in Figure 4,
which shows that there is a positive deviation from the ideal solution
model. Neither does the shape of the curves conform to a regular solution
model. However, it should be remembered that the temperature corresponding to this activity-composition relation is considerably lower
than that of the granulite facies of metamorphism (600-650oC). With
increasing temperature the solid solution may approach ideality (see
Nafziger and Muan, 1967).
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